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M a r l i e s  l e n G l a C h n e r

Transformational Systemic
Leadership – 

Change for More®

Abstract

In this article I will share some of the latest tales from the field of the 
ways in which companies have chosen to deal with the economic 
crisis as well as some experiences with the Transformational System-
ic Leadership – Change for More® approach. I combine my findings 
on various theoretical backgrounds such as Claus Otto Scharmer’s 
use of the future and recent findings based on my cooperation with 
renowned neurobiologist Gerald Hüther. This approach leads us to 
a new systemic understanding of how real deep learning takes place 
in our brains and suggests obvious insights for future leadership 
work in companies, education, political systems and society at large, 
which is urgent nowadays. 

1 Introduction

Over the past four years, the worldwide economic crisis has had a 
considerable influence on global thinking in both national and in-
ternational companies. Many necessary changes have been pro-
posed, but have not always been realized. Some scary interventions 
failed, and companies lost a lot of money or market share. Such is 
the common wisdom of business pages in the news. 

Yet, hardly any mention was made about the insecurity that led 
companies to put controllers in the driver’s seat in order to achieve 
the stability desired by some of the shareholders. Unfortunately, very 
good controllers do not necessarily make very good and experi-
enced leaders. Still, when fearful decision-makers chose controllers 
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as leaders, it gave them a greater feeling of security, and they some-
times dismissed all the knowledge, experience and wisdom of sys-
tems, department heads or team leaders that had been accumulat-
ed, often over many years. As a result, many knowledgeable people 
left or were replaced because the company culture changed dramat-
ically, and figures and numbers became the only thing that mat-
tered.

Organizational culture and values have changed rapidly over the 
past three to five years. Many women and men spent a great while in 
those companies trying to do their best in the new systems. But after 
all too many backfired attempts, they did not want to continue work-
ing under pressure and leading a work life in which they felt re-
duced to the demands of achieving success by numbers. At the same 
time, the hardly influenceable market situation was completely ig-
nored, as context no longer mattered in these systems.

This was a very difficult experience, for both young and seasoned 
top-managers alike, and as a result, authoritarian ways of leadership, 
such as one-way communication, returned. However, decisions like 
these, made from a narrow mind map, are not always the best or saf-
est bet for the future of a company from the perspective of sustain-
ability. Destroying all the experience accumulated in a system and 
turning the past into something bad are never promising ways of 
creating a sustainable corporate future.

Other companies, mostly those with a clear corporate brand, val-
ues, and identity that had proven successful over time, “survived” the 
crisis in their own way, without abandoning their culture or other 
guiding principles. These companies kept their eyes on the market 
and sat together in crisis meetings, but refrained from turning their 
employees into an interchangeable set of numbers. Instead, they 
used their investments of former years earnestly even at times of cri-
sis; they put their energy into further cultural development, internal 
and external branding, as well as educational development. 

These other companies stuck to their identity, and this supported 
them through the time of crisis and even facilitated successful and 
sustainable results. They kept on learning together by using the cri-
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sis for urgent transformations in their company, creatively shaping 
their own future. 

Do you work in one of these other companies? Would you want 
to do so? Today, do you experience Transformational Systemic Lead-
ership that is intimately intertwined with real deep learning for the 
future? Are you an apprentice in the creative art of lifelong learning? 

Most of us are not. In Central Europe, we still focus on a manage-
ment tradition that devotes much time and energy to teamwork and 
meetings intended to identify the causes of problems – trying to find 
somebody or something at fault. We are not yet used to locating a 
problem and fixing it without diverting an enormous amount of en-
ergy to understanding the reasons and finding the responsible party. 
Much energy is still tied up in systems by always remembering the 
unsolved problems. Sometimes this manifests as an auto-hypnotic 
pattern in systems and actually keeps them away from solutions, pre-
cisely because while they are being continually exhausted by replay-
ing the problem films in an endless loop, the future is passing them by.

2 Transformational Systemic Leadership – Change for More®

Transformational systemic management1 is a highly responsible, 
challenging learning process that supports growth by providing in-
spiration and stimulating trust in the potential of everybody’s rich 
mind and emotions within each systems environment. It requires 
the abilities of thinking ahead and outside the box, being flexible, 
being independent yet remaining connected, being versatile in 
one’s roles and in changing between them, and having a large num-
ber of resources and tools available. 

Consequently, Transformational Systemic Leadership is a con-
siderable challenge. It means being a good listener, having natural  
authority and being authentic, simultaneously keeping distance 
and being in contact, sharing passion, moving easily between the 
dif ferent roles, staying flexible, choosing between a variety of chal-
lenging tools and learning architectures, making learning happen 

1 Lenglachner & Madl, 2011
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easily, supporting trust, staying independent as a leader, focusing 
on the goals and instilling confidence that the goals are certain  
to be reached together, and defending defined business unit bor-
ders.

Significantly, authoritarian methods of communication make 
learning impossible as the pressure and fear thus created trigger a 
chemical reaction in the brain that blocks and inhibits learning. 
Therefore, on one hand, being a leader is a big personal challenge 
that requires a strong personality with a clear mindset. On the other 
hand, for learning to be accomplished a leader needs to be suffi-
ciently experienced to offer security and support while enjoying see-
ing others succeed. Thus, effective learning needs to be driven by 
emotional skills and empathic attitudes.

As Schein, Bohm and Hüther describe, the quality of contact is 
an important aspect of corporate culture. It is not altogether uncom-
mon for us to instrumentalize people, sometimes even unconscious-
ly. However, this means turning someone into an object, automati-
cally implying hierarchical thinking, in which the equal eye level is 
lost. 

In order to allure someone to cooperate, though, you cannot 
treat him or her like an object. To invite them, you have to like them 
at least a little somehow. You can only unfold the potential of others 
if you become curious about them. As a leader, therefore, you would 
have to do some searching. And you would have to do this especially 
with those you do not like at all; they are the ones who really need to 
be led by you. This is something you can reflect on: “How can I like 
someone I dislike very much?” This is a crucial question. A little hint: 
try to discover a tiny little something in that person that you might 
like. There is more to each person than just the superficial impres-
sion we have of her or him. So, to be successful, you have to broaden 
your own perspective.2 Discard your own constructs to see the other 
as she or he really is. Then you may find an admirable aspect, some-
thing you may actually really like.

2 Foerster, Glasersfeld, 1999
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3 Change for More – Transformational Learnings

3.1 Basic attitudes for systemic learning – respect, interest,  
   curiosity, listening 

Successful learning and leadership requires a consistent attitude of 
respect, openness, trust, and interest in others, as well as finding a 
way to like each other at least a little. This is challenging but it is also 
rewarding.

Different ways of, and attitudes towards, listening can show and 
tell a lot about corporate culture and communication in an organi-
zation.

 

Figure 1: Levels of Listening, © C.O. Scharmer

According to C.O. Scharmer3, in downloading-type listening, 
deep learning is impossible. For learning, the downloading attitude 
is a waste of time. Nevertheless, it is quite common in meetings 
around the world to waste an enormous amount of time, energy, 

3 Senge, Scharmer, Jaworsky & Flowers, 2004
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creativity, and money continuing with such a company meeting cul-
ture.

Real deep learning, on the other hand, means creating a recur-
sive culture of exchange where differences are known, used and 
needed. Referring to C. O. Scharmer’s model, the kind of listening 
required for learning only starts at level 3, empathic listening, where 
deconstruction also plays a role, and blossoms at level 4, generative 
listening, which also opens up a perspective to the future. Reflection 
– occasionally even supported by a consultant’s professional outside 
view – is a standard way of real deep learning in successful teams of 
future-oriented companies.

3.2 Recursive Learning

The following recursive learning process-example4 can be used to 
deconstruct inner pictures5, which arise when you are eye-to-eye and 
fully interested in another person. You are invited to reflect on your 
own construct to move from a narrow to a wider scope of possible 
actions. This offers a systemic learning architecture I often use in 
Change for More OD processes:
•	 In	the	first	learning	environment,	participants	get	into	groups	of	

three to think and talk about one of their most negative and con-
flict-laden relationship memories. Each of these experiences can 
raise a number of questions: How can we find out from everyday 
experience in which contexts we objectify and are objectified? 
How can this be explained? Which pictures or films appear? 
Which observations do we make? Which feelings arise? One after 
another, each of the participants plays the role of the person you 
are really fed up about in the company. The others in your group 
ask systemic questions to find out the positive aspects of that per-
son. After everybody has done this, the three participants work 
out their learning benefits from this exercise. The key question: 
How can you change your mindset and become free for creative 
and enjoyable relationships?

4 Lenglachner & Madl, 2011
5 Hüther, 2006
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•	 In	 the	 next	 learning	 environment,	 participants	 are	 invited	 to	
think back to the most positive recent relationship experience: 
How did this experience come about? Who was there? Who was 
in the lead and what happened between us? What inspired / en-
couraged / supported us? What was her or his dominant mental 
model? How and what did others contribute? What did I search 
for in the other person? And what did the other person search 
for in me? How and what did I find to like about her or him? How 
did I discover this?

•	 What are the lessons and take-aways after reflecting on this  
second environment? How could we move from the first to the 
second environment? We exchange these reflections in the sem-
inar group and collect the success stories for future reference. 
We use these experiences to share the participants’ learning po-
tential as well as the possibilities of real learning together in the 
team and we contextualize these processes through specific in-
puts.

•	 Another	point	is:	encourage.	If	you	are	not	courageous	yourself,	
if you are not in the mood, if you do not believe that it is possible 
to invite the other because you construct your thinking along di-
agnostic concepts such as “this is obviously wrong, or is part of 
his/her genetic program”, then it does not work. To encourage 
someone, you need to believe that if you do this, if you get in-
volved in this deep-level learning, conflict resolution will succeed.

3.3 Real deep systemic learning

In a fascinating cooperation with the renowned and experienced 
neurobiologist Gerald Hüther over the past four years, we were able 
to experiment with real deep learning processes in national and in-
ternational top management teams. The science of neurobiology 
provides evidence that learning takes place only in certain regions in 
the brain under specific circumstances, i.e. if someone feels invited, 
belonging, attracted, respected and challenged. Real deep learning 
only occurs if you participate emotionally and make new experienc-
es that take you away from your routine data highways so that new 
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neuronal networks are created which intersect with different levels 
in the brain. 

Why is passion essential for a leader to facilitate deep learning? 
Part of the brain is the so-called “emotional system”6, which needs to 
be activated to allow the brain to grow. Without activation of this 
emotional system, there can be no learning and no growth, and the 
emotion that activates the system is enthusiasm, or passion. Interest 
alone is not enough – emotional participation is required. The emo-
tional sensors in the midbrain need to be activated, and once they 
are, the respective cell clusters release so-called neuroplastic trans-
mitters. These transmitters are never released when somebody tries 
to learn what is written in a telephone book, for example. They are 
only released if something happens that is really important to you, 
that excites you, that gets under your skin; otherwise the emotional 
center remains muted. 

Once this emotional center is activated, the transmitters are re-
leased and act like a fertilizer for the brain. Only under conditions 
of deep involvement and emotional excitement is it possible for this 
fertilizer in the brain to be released.

In general, however, a society or culture is eager to have every-
thing work smoothly – perfectly, even – and this causes a big problem: 
the better something works, the less excited we are until, ultimately, 
all excitement disappears. Only the young, especially the very young, 
are able to learn without limits – their excitement system is switched 
on and the fertilizer is released in the brain about 50–100 times a day. 
It is a pity that this rate diminishes once we send them to today’s 
schools, where they are exposed to less exciting learning experiences.

Co-creation and higher-order learning offer specific environ-
ments for transformational systemic Organizational Development 
architectures7. They create a unique learning culture with specific 
relationship rules and fertilizers to try out, experiment with, and 
switch perspectives thereby.

6 Hüther, 2005
7 Lenglachner & Madl, 2011
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For large-scale learning, use of the architecture of solution-ori-
ented systemic co-creation proves rather helpful. In this architecture 
a special learning space is created for a certain time. That space dif-
ferentiates between the client’s and the consultant’s home systems 
and co-creates the consulting system. This construction of at least 
three possible landscapes – client landscape, consultant landscape, 
and the temporary co-creative landscape of the consulting system – 
makes complex learning and unlearning in different contexts more 
easily accessible. 

Figure 2: The co-created learning system

Moving back and forth between the three different landscapes 
provides a unique environment for exploring and new deep learn-
ing. Developing openness and trust in the new co-created space is a 
central aspect in the systemic Change for More® change process. At 
the same time, co-creation also means taking risks, being willing to 
challenge one’s own point of view, as well as inviting others to risk 
changing perspectives and perceptions, and using one’s personal 
ability for dialoguing and systemic questions.
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The notion of ‘irreverence’ marks the approach by which inter-
nationally renowned family therapist Gianfranco Cecchin8 seeks to 
encourage the search for the best solution in systems, no matter how 
strange it sounds, never settling for a compromise or even the first 
option. In this context, knowing a given situation extremely well is 
essential for being able to act irreverently toward it. In other words, 
irreverence means maintaining one’s curiosity in order to be able to 
choose from different approaches when considering a given situa-
tion. The power of irreverence invites a system to discover its opti-
mal solution instead of low-powered compromises or uncreative, 
non-transformative, and non-future-oriented half-solutions. Reach-
ing for the stars is empowered by irreverence.

3.4 Experiential Learning – Leadership and Team Learning  
    in Nature

As an important method of the Transformational Systemic Change 
for More® approach, settings should be created where experiential 
learning9 can take place. In a simulated learning exercise the team 
experiences itself, shares assumptions before starting the exercise, 
discusses the outcome, and reflects on the differences between as-
sumptions and actual result. 

In practice, we also use climbing experiments in nature together 
with alpinists, experiment with learning and joint discovery in the 
context of early morning hikes, or conduct a number of specific in-
door exercises. In the process, emotional potential becomes acces-
sible, as do many other things participants thought they had already 
lost in everyday corporate life. 

It has become necessary for leaders nowadays to risk and create 
real deep learning. To facilitate this, they must have various learning 
architectures at their disposal as tools and resources to keep employ-
ees motivated, creative, and enthusiastic, as well as interested in 
moving forward together to achieve the ambitious company goals. 

8 Cecchin, Lane & Wendel, 1992
9 Lenglachner & Madl, 2011
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Knowing the meaning of your work, experiencing a certain sense of 
belonging to a team, and feeling challenged are essential corner-
stones of being successful and living in a nourishing and challenging 
surrounding on a daily basis. This attitude makes it possible to be-
come highly motivated together and even reach goals successfully 
that you never thought you would be able to attain.

Recent findings in neurobiology provide new challenges for an 
understanding of learning for individuals, leaders, teams, depart-
ments, organizations, and societies in general. Strategic learning 
and internal branding are the overriding organizational topics of 
today’s management – and these are key elements of modern leader-
ship. Many organizations are searching for their own way to develop 
away from the sometimes-too-many levels of hierarchy, their silo 
mentality, and diverse bureaucratic incrustations. At the same time, 
each organization has its own history, culture, and rituals, and pur-
sues its own identity. Staying flexible is essential to handling all kinds 
of change. 

4 Transformational Systemic Organizational Development (OD)

Based on trust, openness, respect, diversity, interest in each other, 
and belief in joint success, the transformational systemic approach 
takes responsibility for co-creating a corporate future through clear 
visions, values, creativity, and goals. 

Systems auto-organize and thus perpetuate typical modes of com-
munication. Systems that focus on problems tend to invest a lot of 
time and energy in futile attempts to improve the status quo, and are 
full of mistrust and desperation, too exhausted to believe in or work 
for a better future. Nevertheless, in the background, a multitude of 
solutions simultaneously reside in the hearts and minds of those in-
volved. 

By contrast, transformational oriented systems offer creativity, 
power, and trust as solutions to existing problems. They are focused 
on committed goals, common rules, awareness of differences and 
role expectations, and joint responsibility, thus creating a different 
relationship to problems. 
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Solution-orientation
•	 offers	a	new	relationship,	forms	a	new	context,	dissociates	from	

the problem system
•	 loosens	blocks	and	leads	to	flow	by	using/getting	to	the	available	

resources 
•	 is	the	start	of	something	new	or	different;	it	is	not	a	negotiation	

of problems
•	 gives	rise	to	new	resources	
•	 does	not	automatically	mean	happiness	and	success	for	learners	

To give an example, when a company faces a challenging situa-
tion, all parties involved are invited to develop a first map of a pos-
sible solution, the so-called solution system. Possible follow-up ques-
tions resulting from this map of the new system could be:
•	 What	would	you	like	to	hear	yourself	and	others	say	in	the	com-

pany, e.g., half a year after implementing the new system?
•	 What	specifically	will	 this	 lead	to	 in	your	 immediate	work	envi-

ronment?
•	 How	would	colleagues	in	your	and	other	departments,	as	well	as	

customers and/or competitors, react to this new situation?
•	 How	specifically	could	you	recognize	that	the	solution	system	has	

been realized? Who would notice this first, and how, exactly?
The organizational development process embedded in a higher-

order learning architecture is based on three systemic assumptions:
•	 Systems	are	auto-organized	in	their	specific	contexts,	which	gen-

erate their specific meaning, culture and language, and their 
own rhythm.

•	 Systems	 are	 organized	 around	 business	 objectives,	 their	 solu-
tions, and their problems.

•	 Systems	 develop	 their	 characteristic	 internal	 logic,	 maintain	 it,	
and interact with their environment accordingly over time – in 
their past, present, and future.
Organizations use a range of processes to adapt styles of learning 

for new fields of application. Learning often takes place implicitly and 
unconsciously, and former styles may be unlearnt to co-create new 
styles. This modification of learning styles offers tremendous potential 
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for far-reaching and essential creative changes. Therefore, a specific 
systemic approach to organizational learning10 seems highly desirable. 

Teams are nowadays seen as partners of top management in the 
leadership task of meshing new strategies and directives with innova-
tive products and good solutions that fit each system. The challenges 
that arise are interdependent and cannot be resolved in isolation. 
The new relationships are no longer focused on cause and effect but 
rather are flexible, complex and dynamic communication systems. 
For teams and their leaders to be able to contribute effectively to the 
various changes in companies, command-and-control-only organiza-
tions also have to alter the relational pattern between top manage-
ment and their employees.

Approaches supporting and influencing the Transformational 
Systemic Change for More® approach come from a range of disci-
plines and scientists and various practical field experiences in differ-
ent organizations over the last 30 years: 
•	 Ed	Schein	promotes	the	notions	of	meeting	each	other	eye	to	eye	

while creating helping relationships; 
•	 Marshall	Rosenberg	emphasizes	non-violent	communication	by	

using the images of giraffe and wolf as different perspectives; 
•	 C.	O.	Scharmer	advocates	using	the	future	to	create	the	present	

through the method of Presencing; 
•	 Peter	Senge,	the	founder	of	organizational	learning,	and	Chris	

Argyris recommend how to invite organizations to develop a 
learning attitude in order to solve their problems; 

•	 David	 Bohm	 focuses	 on	 developing	 dialogical	 relationships	 in	
the work context; 

•	 Gianfranco	Cecchin	advocates	the	approach	of	irreverence,	i.e.,	
not accepting the first possible solution in systems but challeng-
ing teams to strive for their best solution;

•	 Philip	H.	Mirvis	encourages	greater	risk-taking	and	going	on	a	
transformational journey that attributes value to giving back to 
the community and reconnecting with society; 

10 Senge, Scharmer, Jaworsky & Flowers, 2004
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•	 According	 to	 Karl	 Weick,	 organizational	 identity	 exists	 in	 the	
minds of its members in the form of cognitive maps, or images of 
experience, which may be redefined by listening to the identity 
stories that are told over and over again by the organization’s 
leader(s);

•	 In	his	latest	book,	Jim	Collins	shares	success	stories	from	the	ten	
most successful companies.  

All of these approaches, each of which would merit far more de-
tailed discussion than is possible within the scope of this article, con-
tribute to the backbone of my Transformational Systemic Leader-
ship – Change for More® approach as described here. 

5 Conclusion

Real deep learning has great potential for systems, top managers, 
shareholders, and politicians to be more encouraged by focusing on 
the future. The change of perspectives using future thinking, unu-
sual cross thinking, and reflections on learning in complex systems 
has now become more actualized. Learning by reflection in a trust-
ing culture of cooperation brings access to other levels of wisdom, 
activating different brain systems. By co-creatively dialoguing, we are 
climbing up to heights of knowledge by way of shared learning in 
unconventional constellations. 

The actual crisis all over demands for a real transformation on 
many levels as i.e. the 3.0-approach from C. O. Scharmer shows one 
possible way to move on. 

The various concerns and the trust of my clients within their spe-
cific system realities, working successfully in different fields in soci-
ety, encouraged me to develop specific systemic management tools 
for their individual organizational needs over the years, with the aim 
of bridging different theoretical backgrounds. The enthusiasm of 
my clients returning to me with their various success-experiences in 
their system encourages me to go further ahead with this challeng-
ing learning journey.

Thinking in solutions and learning from the future in systems will 
influence our present life, and will require our effort together, too.
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This was 
a pleasure – it was my  

pleasure. It seems to be the nature of a 
dialog that there is no end; it is a living system that 
can be continued from each point. We started our 

conversation in Helsinki on a beautiful summer day sitting 
on a stone at the seaside, gazing at the horizon, and contin-
ued it via Skype and e-mail in Irvine (US) and Vienna (EU) 

and in virtual space.
And now we invite you – the readers of this dialog 

– to join us on this journal’s website:
www.cos-journal.com
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